Year 4
Theme Driver
Topic

English

Maths

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Geography - Where Are We Going?

History - How did we get here?

Science - The World Around Us

The Romans

Italy - Rome

The Anglo Saxons/The Vikings

Dragons

Habitats

Roman life:
Roman reports,
descriptive writing,
recount, SPAG

Escape from
Pompeii:
Non-fiction reports,
speech punctuation,
descriptive writing

Arthur and the
Golden Rope:
Beowulf:
Narrative focus,
Instruction writing,
setting descriptions,
letter writing,
playscripts, debating
descriptive writing
and arguing
for/against

Dragons- Tell Me
A Dragon:
Character
description, nonfiction fact-files,
poetry

Places:
Setting descriptions,
persuasive letters,
recount, information
booklet

Number, place valueordering and comparing,
mental and written
addition, geometry,
times tables

Roman numerals, mental
and written subtraction,
mental and written
multiplication, time,
geometry, times tables

Place value, division
strategies, mental and
written calculations,
fractions, geometry,
times tables.

Place value, calculations
involving measures,
fractions, area and
perimeter, times tables.

Fractions, mental & written
calculation methods,
statistics, geometry, shape,
times tables.

Written and mental
calculations, fractions,
decimals, measurement,
geometry, times tables.

Calculation, Problem solving and Reasoning

States of Matter

Science

Geography

Solids, liquids, gases.
Changing state (heat/
cool), water cycle.

Electricity
Simple electrical circuit
Conductors/Insulators

European Country Study
(Italy XC link with Romans)

Animals Including
Humans
The digestive system,
teeth, food chains,
nutrition

Working
scientifically

Types of Settlement
(XC link with History)

Light

Plants

Stem, leaf flower,
Reflected from surfaces,
flife/growth, water
shadows, danger from
transportation, lifecycle of a
sun
flowering plant

Local area study - fieldwork and
observation

History

Romans

R.E.

Belonging to a
community

Special journeys

Hinduism

Why Easter is
important to
Christians

Places of Worship

Buddhist beliefs

P.E.

Hockey, indoor
athletics,
gymnastics,

Indoor athletics,
gymnastics.

Netball, indoor
fitness (circuit
training)

Striking and fielding
games, dance

Athletics, gymnstics

Rounders, athletics,
team games

Viking patterns and
figurehead

Volcanoes
(Galloway)

William Morris
(designs from nature
and printing)

(The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain)

Anglo Saxons then Vikings

Art

Roman mosaics

Famous artists

D and T

Roman bread

Design and make
own pizza/Roman
candles

Roman numeral
powerpoint

Word processing and Programming
touch typing
'Turtle' Logo

Computing

Pencil cases
(research, design,
produce, evaluate)

Viking Longships

ProgrammingQuiz on Scratch

Movie maker and
photo stories

Using the internet for
research

Internet safety, reliability and responsibility

Music

Singing, pitch and rhythm, reading music, Singing, pitch and rhythm, reading music,
Composing (linked
volume, composing, rehearsing and
volume, composing, rehearsing and
with poetry)
performing.
performing.

PSHE

New beginnings

Getting on and falling
Going for goals
out

Good to be me

Relationships

Changes

MFL

Greetings &
feelings

Names & Instructions Colours & shapes

Body parts &
transport

Numbers & pets

Likes & dislikes

Harmonies &
performance

